The atomic -beam magnetic -resonance method has been used to 6 . '
with the predicted value. The hyperfine constants and the nuclear moments .
.
gation of the beta decay from the ground state.
In our subsequent discussion of the nuclear moments of Pm 151 , we will assume the P()Sitive parity assignment by these workers.
Further theoretical incentive for this work comes from the recent calculations by Judd and Lindgren for the electronic splitting factors gJ of the low-lying levels that arise from the configuration (4f)il in the rare earths. 7 Including spin-orbit, relativistic, and diamagnetic corrections, they obtain for the J = 1/2 level of the promethium ground term gJ = -0.8275. A precise determination of the gJ value of this state will, therefore, serve as a check on the parameters they use to characterize the electronic state.
/

BEAM PRODUCTION AND DETECTION
Promethium-147 is a fission product and can be readily purchased in the form of the chloride in curie quantities. 8 A spectroscopic analysis and a pulse-height spectrum showed that some ·shipments of Pm were contaminated ·.
·3·
UCRL·l0375 with americiun1-241 and isotopes of sarnariUln. However, neither of these could confusE! the Pm results.
The chemistry used to produce a beam of atomic promethium is
straightforward. An excess of nitric acid is added to 1 curie of the chloride and the nitrate product is reduced to about 1 rnl. This is pipetted into a sharp-edged tantalum crucible and slowly heated to 700° F to form the oxide ..
To convert the oxide to the metal, a reducing agent is added and the crucible is heated in the atomic -beam oven. In this experiment both misch metal and carbon were tried, each with partial success: in the later stages of the work misch metal was used exclusively. A really satisfactory beam was never achieved, and in order to obtain a signal-to-noise ratio of 1:1 it is necessary to employ beam intensities at the detector of the order of 5000 counts/min. The observed field-dependent data can be analyzed by a Hamiltonian of the form
--
where A and B are the magnetic -dipole and electric -quadrupole hyper£ine constants, respectively. In this analysis, the quantities A, B; and· gJ are treated as parameters, and a least-square fit to the data is obtained. The method is described elsewhere. ( 7) • From these we obtain gJ = ·0.8279(4) as the weighted mean.
Wi~h these values of the hyperfine constants, the theoretical frequen• ~ cies have been calculated from tht~ Hamiltonian (1). These art~ compared with the ~easured frequencie a in Tables I and II . The stated errox· s in the quanti • ties represent standard deviations.
The promethium-147 used in these experiments is guaranteed by the· supplier to be the stated isotope. There are, however, indepEmdent checks on 147 its identity. That there is Pm present is shown by the measured gJ and J values. Of the promethium isotopes that a1·e fission products only one (Pm 147 ) has a half-life greater than 53 h. The half·life of our sample is known to be much greater than 53 h. The promethium-151 is identified on the basis of the method of production and the measured half-life.
CALCULATION OF THE NUCLEAR MOMENTS
In order to infer the nuclear moments from the measured hyperfine structure it is necessary to make some assumptions about the electronic struc • ture of the promethium ground state. As a first approximation, it is assumed that the level under consideration arises from pure Russell-Saunders coupling among the elect~ona of the configuration (4f)
5 to the Hund 1 s-rule term. There is a discrepancy. however, with a value reported on the basis of optical spectroscopic measurements. 16 :More recent zneasurements on the optical spectrum ofprornethium-14 7 lead to the suggestion, h~wcver, that the earlier 17 optical spectroscopy results rnay have been in error.
We now consider possible effects that could give deviations from the values quoted above. There is, first of all, a perturbation due to the spin• orbit interaction which leads to the breakdown of Russell-Saunders coupling.
Such a perturbation has the effect of causing the gJ value to deviate from the Russell-Saunders value.
In first-order perturbation theory, the spin-orbit interaction admixes As a first approximation to the electronic wave function, we may let _and adjust e1 to give the measured gJ value •. In this way, we find a.= 0.137.
With this value, the correction to the magnetic field at the nucleus is of order a. and can be evaluated by spherical tensor methods. 'It is found that the correction to the magnetic moment is 2.%, 19 The correction to the quadrupole 2 .
field is of order a. and is accordingly neglected.
We now consider the core-polarization correction to the calculated moment. This arises from the existence of unparied s electrons due to . . . ' This report was prepared as an account of Government sponsored work. Neither the United States, nor the Co~· mission, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission:
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